
Industrial parallel (closed chain) robot with five degrees of freedom (DOF), 
it's a mechanism mostly used in industry and manufacturing field for auto-
matic manipulating, assembling, welding, painting,etc.

“SPYDRO” robot is a six armed robot can be useful in the fields of danger-
ous nature and the space science fields, it also can be used in the military 
fields as a method of spying and another special operations.

“ECHO” machine is a multi color 3D printer has been designed using of the 
addictive manufacturing techniques regarding the rapid prototyping pro-
cess. This is technique known as (Fused Deposition Modeling – FDM). It 
can be used for the printing purpose of 3D complex Objects.

“AURORA” machine is a mono colored 3D printer has been designed using 
one of the addictive manufacturing techniques regarding the rapid prototyp-
ing process. This technique is known as (Fused Deposition Modeling – 
FDM). It can be used for the printing purposes of 3D complex Objects.

"AKIRA" is a designed model for a desktop robotic arm, it’s a serial robot 
with open kinematic chain that has four and a half degrees of freedom, and 
all of them are rational.  This robot is classified as one of pick and place 
robots.

“EPIC” is an advanced model of a complex mechanical design dual arm 
robot, it consists of two kinematic open chains, and each chain has six de-
grees of freedom (DOF) all of them are revolute,  it can be used in simple ma-
nipulating processes and in the complex processes like surgical operation. 
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Open chain (series) robotic arm which is a mechanism mostly used in indus-
try and manufacturing field for automatic manipulating, assembling, weld-
ing, painting,etc. It has five degrees of freedom (DOF).

Laser cutting machines are one of CNC (Computer numerical Control) ma-
chines. The machines are usually used for media purposes. It uses CO2 
Laser for cutting and engraving small size parts.
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3D mini printer is a mono colored 3D printer has been designed using one 
of the addictive manufacturing techniques regarding the rapid prototyping 
process. This technique is known as (Fused Deposition Modeling – FDM). It 
can be used for the printing purposes of 3D complex Objects.
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